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Cloudspotter and bestselling author Gavin Pretor-Pinney delivers a moment of calm 
atmospheric contemplation to members of his Cloud Appreciation Society by sharing a 
cloud image and story every day. A Cloud a Day urges all of us to keep our heads in the 
clouds with 365 fascinating formations from his extraordinarily popular Cloud Appreciation 
Society collection. Inspirational quotes and informative cloud facts accompany provocative 
and meditative images of the sky, encouraging readers to pause for a moment and look 
up.

� Beautifully illustrated book of stunning cloud images
� Features cloud facts and inspirational quotes
� Encourages appreciation of the natural world

Fans of In The Cloudspotter's Guide or The Cloud Collector's 
Handbook will love this book. 

This book is perfect for:
� Weather and cloud watchers
� Daydreamers
� Cloud Appreciation Society members and anyone interested in clouds
Gavin Pretor-Pinney is the author of The Cloud Collector's Handbook and The 
Cloudspotter's Guide, as well as the proprietor of the Cloud Appreciation Society, an online 
community for cloudspotters.Holiday Gift Pick "Thought-provoking quotations and 
explanations of lesser-known cloud formations accompany the photos. He even includes 
clouds from unexpected places like distant planets and famous paintings. Fun charts aid 
readers in navigating the book by helping them locate certain cloud formations, artworks, 
optical effects and imaginative descriptions. In his introduction, Pretor-Pinney explains that 
we live upon an ocean of gasses, and that it would improve the quality of our lives to spend 
a bit of time noticing that ever-changing ocean around us. After perusing this enlightening 
book, many readers will agree." 
-BookPage Magazine
Other Books
Keponakan penyihir, Journeys to the end of the world, fantastic creatures, and epic battles 
between good and evil -- what more could any reader ask for in one book? The book 
that has it all is The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, written in 1949 by Clive Staples 
Lewis. But Lewis did not stop there. Six more books followed, and together they became 
known as The Chronicles of Narnia. For the past fifty years, The Chronicles of Narnia have 
transcended the fantasy genre to become part of the canon of classic literature. Each of 
the seven books is a masterpiece, drawing the reader into a land where magic meets 
reality, and the result is a fictional world whose scope has fascinated generations.
�����. The book that has it all is The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, written in 1949 by 
Clive Staples Lewis. But Lewis did not stop there. Six more books followed, and together 
they became known as The Chronicles of Narnia."
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